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About This Game
WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, is a single player combat simulation with thousands if single player missions, never the same, of the
first combat aircraft dogfights during World War I, 1914-1918!
WarBirds, Dawn of Aces is a graphically excellent, historically correct, and exciting simulation flying game for arcade,
realistic, and expert players.
And, if you would like to challenge other real players online you can go online in massively multiplayer reenactments of
historical battles against hundreds of other players online worldwide FREE with early war aircraft!
WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, has great single player missions including: Training Missions–Learn the cockpit, takeoffs, bombing
and strafing, dogfighting, and bringing your aircraft home; Instant Action Missions–Jump into one of 8 different missions where
the fight is on, Air to Air, and Air to Ground; Campaign Missions–A Series of linked historical missions leading up to the
success or failure of the air battle over the trenches and a confrontation with the famous Red Baron von Richthofen;
Fly Fokker’s, Spads, and other biplane aircraft in a series of increasingly challenging missions to grow your rank and attempt to
claim the title of “WGFP”, “World’s Greatest Fighter Pilot!” Fly WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, today!
Your WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, can also be used to play WarBirds as a World War II simulator, with Mustangs, B-24s,
and most of the Allied and Axis aircraft of WW II, online FREE with early war aircraft!
For one month, players who purchase WarBirds, Dawn of Aces, will have access to all aircraft in WarBirds for both
WW I and WW II online. After your first month you can fly FREE with early war aircraft online or take a
subscription to continue full access to all 200 aircraft, all terrains, and all online arenas.
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What a great VR idea. More please!. After being chased a thousand times, listening to a water orb that makes the character
crazy, naming the main character "Mr. Blinky" and killing alot of racist men, i'd say my experience was great.
i think.. It's a pretty neat game, upgrade your creature, fit it with new parts, make it look horrendous and go out to eat some
more horrendous creatures, I like it.. Great game, Great art, Great price
Great Gr8 Great. I don't like this game. It's confusing, lacks information regarding items and their uses, even the tutorial
glitches! Would ot recommend buying this - waste of money.. The idea is cute but the animations are ugly and the gameplay
feels uninspired and clunky, it's an obvious mobile port.. Yep another offical Touhou game release in Steam, music is good, cute
artwork, it's a complete version from 14.5 lots of improvement from previous game & as usual Tasofro is not being good at
netcoding so you can expect some very laggy games at most times ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ but still enjoyable & another problem is the bot
fight really really suck, too easy even i play in lunatic mode. Love this game
Good stuff:
-gameplay
-music
-artwork
It's really hard to say if there are any cons worth mentioning. Pretty much any problems it had at launch have been patched out. I
guess its a little short, but for the price it's hard to even complain about that.
This is a neat game. If you like Heretic or Hexen looking things, thats here. Although the ground is flat like in Wolfenstien, but
that's not so much of a bad thing, just something to consider. The level design is cool though, and pulls of some neat tricks.
Atmosphere is spooky and dream-like, if that's what the dev is going for he nailed it.
I hope the developer makes more games like this. Instant buy. Ten outta ten.... fifteen outta ten.. First, the only reason I bought
this is because I'm a huge Adventure Time fan. If you are a fan of the show, you might find some enjoyment out of this game. If
you aren't a fan of Adventure Time, then you might want to pass on this, seeing how it only took around 10 hrs to beat entirely.
The graphics are good, the game play is smooth, no crashes or stability issues, solid controller support. However, it is extremely
repetative to the point of becoming very boring, very fast. You fight the same monsters over and over, I maxed out my level by
the third area, and a large portion of the Enchiridion pages are pretty useless through out much of the game (Shadowcery and
Spit Bubbles being the most useless). By the end I had collected so many Enchiridion pages that I beat down Death with an
astonishing 200 hit combo (all in the Jake Suit) and not a single life lost. Also, the only characters that actually have speaking
parts are Finn and Jake, and BMO (though to a much lesser degree). The cut scenes were also very disappointing, with weak,
hastily slapped together dialogue, if any dialogue at all (none of the bosses do anything other than make a digitized sounding
roar, no speaking parts :(. Honestly, I thought they could have done much better with an Adventure Time game rather than
rehash a premise used twice in the cartoon series already. I just felt like they could have made something more like an RPG
similar to Super Mario - Legend of the Silver Stars. Instead you end up with a very mediocre, highly predictable beat em' up
game which has almost no replay value. This is the type of game I would let my 6 year old nephew play since it is relatively
inoffensive and not bloody or excessively violent.. Might be good one day, but that day is not today.
I get that this is Early Access, but this is not even playable for me since there is no option to reorient the table I have to stand at
the very edge of my playspace, which means the cable is streched.
Honestly, at the very least get a meny with this sort of simple stuff before launching EA.
I'll do another review once I can play it without pulling out all my cables.
Edit 1: Although this edit is a bit late I finally tried this game again, and being able to reorient the table at least made it playable
:)
And I enjoyed a few rounds, with the AI slider in the middle the the competition was at a good level for me.
Although almost two months later I would have hoped that the game would be a litte bit more polished, aside from some UI
tweaks (which aren't much better than last time I played) I didn't see any difference.
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The music is very annoying after about a minute, since its like a 30s loop. And there is no variatino in anything, aside from the
table moving about a little bit.
I want more arenas (think world championship type arenas with audience), I want an actual opponent, not a floating racket.
Maybe a hand model for the non-racket-holding hand.
Sorry dev, I think the base physics of the game is good, but right now due to not much happening I'm calling vaporware :(
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Rather interesting visual novel in the format of Law Of The West (from the C64), where you have to deal with certain number
of people each day.
Graphics are nice, and whilst the voice acting isn't top-notch, it certainly adds to the quality.. Tim Schafer's Escape Goat 2 is
your game is you're into puzzle plataformer. The main course to the exit is pretty easy to accomplish, but the 100% is quite
enjoyable and difficult enough.
The aestetics and gamepleay are fine, and, the Linux client gave me no problem.. pretty good game i like it tbh so yeah
at first i didnt completely understand
it but now i *cough* do so yeah its uhm good. more levels, less lag. Good start for an early access. i am so filled up with
knowledge, i have the biggest brain in the history of humankind. playing math fun for mere minutes has nearly doubled my iq..
first of my playtime is wrong because i played in offline mode. i finished the game
the only thing this game has to do with undertale exept the name is how great the music and the dialogs are compared to the
gameplay.
secret tip: you cant buy the soundtrack on steam (due to probably lycensing problems) but you can but it somewhere else for
exmaple amazon

also there is a gay dragon
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